


The DOWNS DG hoppers and graders can be totally 
personalized and have been designed to receive, 
clean, grade and inspect different kinds of crops.

The DOWNS receiving hoppers are fitted with the latest 
technologies in terms of grading with a wide range 
of modules : smooth rollers, steel coils, polyurethane 
coils, rubber stars, DOWNS ULTRA, etc. and of clod 
separators : single or double for an efficient grading, 
which can be adjusted to every kind of soil condition. 

The DOWNS hoppers and graders have always been 
thought with the aim of maximizing the performance 
of every machine. That is why the DG range offers 
receiving hoppers from 4 to 30 square metres, and 
a maximal hourly work output for a quick and gentle 
handling of the product.

Solicitous over the user’s comfort, the DOWNS graders 
have also been ergonomically designed for extending 
the working hours with comfort. Like the inspection 
table whose platforms and space dedicated to 
inspection can be respectively adjusted in height 
and width allowing an actual improvement of the 
working conditions. 

The use of reliable and tested components into the 
production of the DOWNS graders makes it possible 
to guarantee low use and maintenance costs as well 
as a real economic efficiency.

HOPPERS & 
GRADERS
High output, robust design, 
ergonomically friendly

DOWNS’s customer focus strategy and years of research have 
been the key drivers to offer you today the widest range of 
graders on the market. DG COMPACT



Thanks to DOWNS’s know-how and experience, the DG COMBI range 
offers you graders combining personalization and reliability.
Perfect graders for high work output. DG COMBI

DG range



The DOWNS SUPERCHARGER is a pre-hopper 
designed to receive the crop and to constantly 
feed the grader. This solution makes it possible to 
increase the work output by 20 %  & the piling up of 
product is avoided on the grader, also the output 
of the potato handling line is better and the rotation 
of the tipping trailers is improved. 

The DOWNS FIELDLOADER has been designed to 
receive, clean, grade, inspect and load different 
products directly from the fields. 
Thanks to a modular construction, the DOWNS 
FIELDLOADERS can be totally personalized to be 
compatible with every agricultural and industrial 
structure. 
The loading of trailers directly in the fields is quicker, 
thanks to an integrated store loader for a high work 
output. 

The FIELDLOADER is an economical and 
environmentally friendly solution. Indeed, it makes 
it possible to transport only the valuable product, & 
not the soil & other debris, which can be left in the 
field. 

SUPERCHARGER 
& FIELDLOADER
High output and 
convenience

Higher loading capacity
Higher output
Compatible with all kind of working sites

Loading directly in the fields
Lower transport costs
Health protection

SUPERCHARGER

FIELDLOADER



Inventor of the square-screened sizer, DOWNS has 
always been willing to have this creation evolve towards 
a more precise and more respectful sizing of the 
product as well as a higher work output in order to offer 
a solution adjusted to the current needs.

SIZER
High precision work, 
high output and 
respect of the product

SYNCHRON patented system : benchmark on the market
Qualitative sizing
Wave shaking

DS ESSENTIEL

DS PREMIUM

DS PREMIUM 
range

Standard sizer

Sizer with SYNCHRON patented system

Damages

Without damages

SYNCHRON
sizer

SYNCHRON
sizer

SizerSizer



The DOWNS DC conveyor range has been designed 
to make the inspection and the conveying of 
the product easier, whilst making sure the crop is 
handled with care.

Based on a robust frame with adjustable height, 
the V-shaped conveyors allow you to transport up 
to 100 tons of product at low speed to reduce the 
risks of damage. 

The PREMIUM model is dedicated to users looking 
for efficient and innovative solutions in intensive 
conditions of use. 

The different combinations of the DOWNS DC 
conveyor range (single or double) can reach an 
adjustable length of 17 m and a maximum width 
of 1 m.

CONVEYOR
BELT
Output, robust design 
and handiness

Ease of use
Reliability
Versatility

Performance
Technology
Output

DC DUO ESSENTIEL

DC DUO PREMIUM

DC PREMIUM
range



The DOWNS DT store loader allows bulk storage of 
different products : potatoes, onions, corn etc at 
high working speeds.

Designed for an intensive use, the DOWNS DT 
telescopic store loader range is equipped with the 
latest and the most advanced technologies and 
components in order to offer a premium product. 
The store loader stands out from competition thanks 
to a frame with short and robust undercarriage. This 
particular construction allows a large clear space 
of the elevator and can support a significant 
workload.

Ergonomics has also been improved thanks to the 
Magelis touchscreen allowing a very easy and 
intuitive use of the machine. Indeed it makes the 
programming of the semi-automatic mode easier 
& user friendly.

The storage is gentle and without damage thanks 
to a filling by layers to avoid avalanches and to 
allow an effective distribution of product. 

STORE
LOADER
High work output, 
reliability and handiness

Robust design
Adaptability
Ease of use DT ESSENTIEL

DT PREMIUM
Limited piling
Technology
High efficiency

DC PREMIUM
range

DT PREMIUM
range



Designed to respect the product, the DF box filler 
is different thanks to the low working speed of the 
conveyor dropping gently the product in the box. 
This way, the boxes are uniformly filled and the 
product is handled with care and gentleness.

These box fillers can reach a work rate output of 
50 boxes/hour. Speed and efficiency are the key 
words.

The DF BOXER and DF PANDORA also take into 
account the operator’s safety thanks to easily 
reachable controls located on the front part of 
the machine and the protection cells located 
all around the machine to adapt to any use 
configurations. 

BOX
FILLER
Ease of use, 
productivity and 
respect of the product

Filling of the boxes on platforms
Low-speeded conveyor belt
Safe working environment

Filling of the boxes on the ground
Fall arrester
Different sizes of boxes

DF BOXER

DF PANDORA



The DF BIG BAG is an automatic big bag filler for 
potatoes and onions, which is able to fill any kind 
of big bag.

Designed to respect the product, this big bag filler 
is equipped with two horizontal platforms whose 
height is adjustable to limit the minimum of drop. 
This way, the big bags are uniformly filled and the 
product is not damaged.

The DF Mixte is an automatic big bag and box filler 
for potatoes and onions, able to fill any kind of big 
bag and box. 

Designed to respect the product, the DF Mixte is 
equipped with two wide vertical transfer conveyors 
limiting the height of drop in the big bag or box.
The DF Mixte is a very versatile filler which can be 
used for any filling of vegetables.

BIG-BAG
FILLER
Simple, productive and 
respectful of the product

Filling of any kind of big bags
Gentle handling of the product
Programming touchscreen

Versatility: boxes and big bags
Any size of boxes and big bags
Automatic operating mode

DF BIG-BAG

DF MIXTE



The DOWNS VF 240 frontal box tipper has been 
robustly designed in order to be used in intensive 
conditions and with important loads. To make sure 
of the reliability and longevity of this equipment, 
its components have been tested with load and 
resistance tests.

The VF 240 is a multipurpose emptying solution : it 
can be used with boxes to 2.40 m wide and can 
be adapted to any telescopic loader. This way, 
the VF frontal tipper can adapt to any working 
environment.

The DR ROTATO box tipper is known for its DOWNS 
patented rolling lid. Thanks to this patented system, 
you have a complete control of the height of 
drop for a qualitative work and high respect of the 
product.

The rotation is carried out hydraulically, making 
it possible to shake the box and get a perfect 
emptying. Multipurpose, this box tipper can adapt 
to all kind of boxes to 2.40 m wide. 

BOX
TIPPER
Handiness, technology 
and respect of the product

VF 240

ROTATO

Can be adapted to any telescopic loader
Can adapt to all kind of boxes
Wide angle of rotation

Can adapt to all kind of boxes
Patented rolling lid
Complete emptying

ROTATO

VF 240



The DOWNS dry brusher has been designed to 
brush the potatoes at high speed after the harvest.

The wide range of brushes and bristles makes it 
possible to personalize the brusher in order to adapt 
it to any work conditions for a qualitative handling 
of the potatoes without any damage on their peel. 

The DOWNS hot knife seed cutter allows the seed 
potatoes to be cut before planting them.

This hot knife seed cutter has firstly been designed 
to hygienically cut the seeds. The seeds are free of 
germs thanks to the knives being heated up to 350°. 
The heat eliminates pathogens and guarantees 
sterilized seeds for an irreproachable quality. 

Wide range of brushes
Efficient work
Versatility

Free of germs and sterilized seed potatoes
Knives heat up to 350 °
Free of chemical agent

DRY BRUSHER

HOT KNIFE SEED CUTTER 

SPECIFIC
PRODUCTS
Versatility and
adaptability




